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(54) ELECTRIC SWITCHBOARD TERMINAL BLOCK WITH MULTIPLE LABEL-HOLDER SEATS

(57) Electric switchboard terminal block having a
body (310) extending in a lengthwise longitudinal direc-
tion (X-X), widthwise transverse direction (Y-Y) and
heightwise vertical direction (Z-Z), and comprising a front
face (310a) and lateral flanks (310b) situated opposite
each other in the longitudinal direction (X-X), each flank
having a first seat (320) for housing a label (30), and

comprising a recess (330) with a substantially trapezi-
um-like vertical cross-section arranged in a central posi-
tion in the longitudinal direction (X-X) and having a great-
er base open on the front face (310a) of the terminal block
and smaller base open towards the inside thereof, said
recess (330) having at least one further seat (331;333)
for housing at least one additional label (30).
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an electric
switchboard terminal block provided with a plurality of
label-holder seats.
[0002] It is known in the technical sector relating to the
construction of switchboards for the wiring of electrical
installations to use terminal blocks adapted to be mount-
ed on associated mounting rails and to provide access
on the front to the means - normally of the screw and/or
spring type - for retaining the electric connection wires
which form the electrical circuit. EP 2355251A1 illustrates
an example of an electric switchboard terminal block with
a body extending in a longitudinal direction (length),
transverse direction (width) and vertical direction (height)
and comprising: a front face and side flanks situated op-
posite each other in the longitudinal direction, each flank
having a first seat for housing a label, and a recess ar-
ranged in a central position in the longitudinal direction,
open in the vertical direction on the front face of the ter-
minal block and extending towards the inside thereof.
With this configuration it is possible to apply labels which
are visible only from the sides of the terminal block.
[0003] EP 3133698A1 describes an example of a label
for marking switchboard terminal blocks, which compris-
es a rigid base on which a flexible film is mounted, where-
in the rigid base has a top side with first and second arms
having a respective inwardly directed projection and a
bottom side which has two legs extending in the opposite
direction to the arms for insertion in a corresponding seat
of a terminal block.
[0004] The increasingly greater complexity of electric
switchboards results however in the need to apply on
each terminal block corresponding identification labels
which must be visible different angles, in particular from
the front, for each wiring configuration in order to allow
reading by the user and thus correct identification of the
wire to be managed.
[0005] The technical problem which is posed therefore
is to provide a terminal block for electric switchboards
able to allow identification of a plurality of wiring elements
by the user when viewing the block from different angles.
It is furthermore desirable that the terminal block should
have a plurality of seats for containing respective identi-
fication labels such that the latter may be engaged/dis-
engaged in an easy and efficient manner, while ensuring
safety characteristics and good visibility and preventing
accidental removal of the label.
[0006] In connection with this problem it is also re-
quired that this terminal block should be easy and inex-
pensive to produce and assemble.
[0007] These results are obtained according to present
invention by an electric switchboard terminal block com-
prising a plurality of label seats according to the charac-
teristic features of Claim 1.
[0008] Further details may be obtained from the follow-
ing description of a non-limiting example of embodiment
of the subject of the present invention provided with ref-

erence to the attached drawings in which:

Figure 1: shows a side view of an open terminal block
with label-holder seats according to the present in-
vention;
Figure 2: shows a perspective view of the terminal
block according to Fig. 1 with a first example of a
label arrangement;
Figure 3: shows a perspective view of the terminal
block according to Fig. 1 with a second example of
an identification label arrangement;
Figure 4: shows a side view of a further configuration
of the terminal block/label assembly according to the
present invention.

[0009] As shown and assuming only for the sake of
easier description and without a limiting meaning a set
of a pair of reference axes in a longitudinal direction X-
X (length), transverse direction Y-Y (width) and vertical
direction Z-Z (height), a switchboard terminal block for
connecting electric wires according to the present inven-
tion comprises essentially:
an insulating body 310 (Fig. 4) forming the container for
electrical connection components inside the terminal
block, in the example consisting of a conductor element
200 for connecting together the input IN and output OUT
of the terminal block, with which the means 100 for re-
taining the free end 1a of electric wires 1 are associated
(Fig. 4).
[0010] In greater detail said insulating body 310 has a
frame formed so as to define at least one front face 310a,
at least two respective flanks 310b situated opposite
each other, and means 311 for engagement with a DIN
rail 2 which are formed on a rear face 310c opposite to
the said front face 310a in the longitudinal direction X-X.
[0011] The following are formed inside the body 310:

- a first pair of seats 312 open in the transverse direc-
tion Y-Y and symmetrical with respect to a central
axis parallel to the vertical direction Z-Z;

- a pair of second seats 315 each formed on the inner
wall of each flank 310b, open towards the inside of
the corresponding first seat 312; the second seats
are in turn symmetrical with respect to the axis Z-Z
and designed to house (see Fig. 4) a respective
slanting free end 211a of the arm 211 of the contact
strip 200, so as to ensure stable retention of the con-
ductor element 200 in the insulating body 310.

[0012] The seats 312 have, arranged inside them, a
substantially trapezoidal body 316 with a height 316a par-
allel to the longitudinal direction X-X, larger base 316b
parallel to the vertical direction Z-Z having an inclined
face 316c directed towards the respective side face 310b
of the terminal block; the body 316 is arranged inside the
seat in a longitudinal position such as to form a first recess
316d designed to contain a shoulder 212 of the conductor
element 200 and the first vertical arm 111 of the spring
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100 (Fig. 4); and a second recess 316f designed to con-
tain the second arm 112 of the spring 100; during use
the inclined flank 316c of the body 316 forms an end-of-
travel stop for resilient deformation of the said second
arm 112 the spring 100.
[0013] On the front face 310a of the frame 310 the fol-
lowing are also formed (see Fig. 2):

- a pair of first openings 313 extending in the vertical
direction Z-Z, substantially superimposed on the re-
spective seat 312 and designed to place said seats
in communication with the outside for introduction of
a tool or special button for operating the spring 100
gripping the wire 1;

- a pair of holes 317 with a vertical axis Z-Z arranged
in a more outer position with respect to said first
openings 313 in the longitudinal direction X-X and
connected to the respective seat 312 with which they
communicate for introduction of the wire 1 in the ver-
tical direction Z-Z;

- each side flank 310b of the terminal block has,
formed thereon, a seat 320 for holding a label 30,
which has (see Fig. 1) a top edge 320a and bottom
edge 320b formed as a respective tooth 321,322 ex-
tending widthwise in the transverse direction of the
said seat 320, each tooth forming a corresponding
undercut 323.

[0014] Preferably, said teeth 321,322 situated oppo-
site each other have a suitably rounded edge.
[0015] In its central part along the longitudinal direction
X-X the terminal block has a recess 330, open on the
front face 310a of the terminal block and on the opposite
side open towards the inside thereof, said recess being
suitable (see Fig. 4) for the insertion of jumpers 500 for
electrically connecting together several terminal blocks
in the transverse direction.
[0016] In a preferred embodiment, shown in the figures
by way of example, the recess 330 has a vertical cross-
section substantially in the form of a trapezium with the
larger base open towards the front face 310a and smaller
base open towards the inside of the terminal block; the
recess also has opposite inclined faces 330a,330b slant-
ing from outwards inwards and from the flanks 310b to-
wards the central vertical axis Z-Z.
[0017] Each inclined face 330a,330b of the recess 330
has, formed thereon, a further second seat 331 for hold-
ing labels 30, preferably having characteristics similar to
those already described in connection with the label-
holder seats of the flanks 310b.
[0018] Although the recess is described as having a
trapezium-like form for facilitating reading of the labels
arranged on its inclined sides, it is within the competence
of the person skilled in the art to design the recess with
different forms provided that they allow the labels to be
read, even with difficulty.
[0019] Preferably, at each end close to the respective
top tooth 321, each second seat 331 has an incision 333

extending in the longitudinal direction X-X and in turn
able to receive the opposite edges 30a and 30b of a fur-
ther label 30 directed along a longitudinal-transverse
plane (X-Y). Preferably, the recess 330 comprises a bot-
tom zone (close to the smaller base) suitable for contain-
ing the jumpers, the incisions 333 being arranged at a
height in the vertical direction outside of this bottom zone
and between the latter and the front face such that, during
use, the label arranged in the longitudinal-transverse
plane (X-Y) is arranged above the jumpers which are
already mounted and does not interfere with them.
[0020] Preferably (Fig. 2), the front face 310a of the
terminal block has, formed therein, a pair of holes 340
suitable for inserting (Fig. 4) the base lug 410 of an aux-
iliary element 400 for holding labels (330) useful for im-
proving identification of the terminal block connections
when jumpers are present. In the preferred embodiment
shown, each hole 34 is arranged between the respective
first opening 313 and the recess 330.
[0021] According to preferred embodiments each label
has an inner face 30c, outer reading/writing face 30d and
a top edge 30a and bottom edge 30bn shaped so as to
form a respective projection; the projections extend sub-
stantially over the entire width of the label in the widthwise
transverse direction Y-Y, the dimensions thereof corre-
sponding to those of the corresponding seats 320,321 of
the terminal block, ensuring optimum engagement of the
label. During use the terminal block/label assembly is
assembled by inserting the bottom edge 30b of the label
into the bottom undercut 323 of the first lateral seat 320
so that the bottom tooth 322 of the same interferes with
the bottom edge 30b of the label 30; once the respective
bottom edges have been engaged, the label 30 is pushed
frontally in the longitudinal direction X-X so as to force
insertion of the top edge 30a of the label inside the top
seat 323 of the receiving slot 320 of the terminal block,
causing interference between the top tooth 321 and the
edge 30a of the label; engagement together frontally is
facilitated by the small relative sliding friction of the sur-
faces due to the rounded form of the teeth and the pro-
jections which come into contact with each other.
[0022] In order to extract the labels applied to the flanks
310, the tip of a tool is inserted between the seat 320 and
the label 30 so as to cause separation of the label which
may be extracted without too much difficulty, also owing
to the small amount of friction between the rounded teeth
and the elasticity of the label; in addition, the possibility
of using a tool on the rear side of the label avoids dam-
aging the label which may be used again.
[0023] By means of a similar action it is possible to
extract the other labels from the respective seats, includ-
ing the seat arranged horizontally inside the recess 330.
[0024] It is therefore clear how the terminal block ac-
cording to the invention is easy and inexpensive to pro-
duce and is suitable for the application of a plurality of
labels which may be viewed and read from several di-
rections by the user.
[0025] The labels may be easily applied and removed,
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while being able to be positioned in a stable and therefore
secure and reliable manner.
[0026] Although described in connection with a
number of embodiments and a number of preferred ex-
amples of implementation of the invention, it is under-
stood that the scope of protection of the present patent
is determined solely by the claims below.

Claims

1. Electric switchboard terminal block having a body
(310) extending in a lengthwise longitudinal direction
(X-X), widthwise transverse direction (Y-Y) and
heightwise vertical direction (Z-Z), and comprising a
front face (310a) and side flanks (310b) situated op-
posite each other in the longitudinal direction (X-X),
each flank having a first seat (320) for housing a label
(30), and a recess (330) arranged in a central posi-
tion in the longitudinal direction (X-X), open in the
vertical direction (Z-Z) on the front face (310a) of the
terminal block and, on the opposite side, towards the
inside thereof, characterized in that said recess
(330) has at least one further seat (331;333) for hous-
ing at least one additional label (30) .

2. Terminal block according to Claim 1, characterized
in that said recess (330) has a substantially trape-
zium-like vertical cross-section with larger base
open towards the front face (310a) and smaller base
open towards the inside of the terminal block; the
recess also having opposite inclined faces
(330a,330b) slanting from the outside toward inside
and from the flanks (310b) towards a central vertical
axis (Z-Z).

3. Terminal block according to Claim 2, characterized
in that said at least one further seat (331;333) com-
prises a seat oriented in a longitudinal-transverse
plane (Y-X) defined by a pair of incisions (333), each
extending in the longitudinal direction (X-X) in a re-
spective inclined face (330a,330b) of the central re-
cess (330), for receiving the opposite edges of an
additional label (30) oriented in a longitudinal-trans-
verse plane (X-Y).

4. Terminal block according to Claim 3, characterized
in that each incision (333) is formed at the end close
to the front face (310a) of the respective inclined face
(330a,330b) of the central recess (330).

5. Terminal block according to Claim 1, 2, 3 or 4, char-
acterized in that said at least one further seat com-
prises a first seat (320) and a second seat (331) each
formed in a respective inclined face (330a,330b) of
the central recess (330).

6. Terminal block according to any one of Claims 1 to

5, characterized in that said first seat (320) and/or
further seats (331) have a top edge (320a) and bot-
tom edge (320b) formed in the manner of a respec-
tive tooth (321,322), each tooth forming a corre-
sponding undercut (323) towards the inside of the
receiving slot.

7. Terminal block according to any one of the preceding
claims, characterized in that one or more first
and/or further seats is/are open in the transverse di-
rection (Y-Y) for insertion of the label.

8. Terminal block according to Claim 6 or 7, charac-
terized in that each tooth (321,322) of a seat ex-
tends over the width in the transverse direction (Y-
Y) of the seat.

9. Terminal block according to Claim 6, 7 or 8, char-
acterized in that said teeth (321,322) of the seats
are situated opposite each other and have a rounded
free edge.

10. Terminal block according to any one of Claims 3 to
8, characterized in that the central recess (330)
comprises a bottom zone in the vertical direction (Z-
Z) able to contain one or more connecting jumpers
(500), the longitudinal incisions (333) of the second
seat being arranged in the vertical direction between
this bottom zone and the front face such that, during
use, the second seat oriented in the longitudinal-
transverse plane (X-Y) is situated above the already
mounted jumpers (500).

11. Terminal block according to any one of Claims 1 to
10, characterized in that the front face (310a) of
the terminal block has, formed in it, a pair of holes
(340) for insertion of the base lug (410) of an auxiliary
(330) label-holder (30) identification element (400).

12. Terminal block according to Claim 11, character-
ized in that each hole (340) for receiving the base
lug of an auxiliary label-holder element is arranged
between a respective first opening (313) extending
in the vertical direction (Z-Z) for the introduction of a
tool or special button for operating wire-gripping
means, and the central recess (330).
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